
1. Please identify which features and modules demonstrated are currently available and which are still in 
development with a future release date. 

2. Can we trial the product? How soon can the trial be available?

3. Is there any part of customization or configuration that must be done with your client services team 
or are we able to make the changes on our own throughout the system?           

4. Are we able to access the APIs ourselves or must your client services team be engaged? 

5. Does the system run in a cloud environment? 

6. Describe the process of how the failure of an application server would be handled within your cloud. 

7. Describe the process of how failover would occur if your primary data center failed. 

8. What single points of failure does your environment have?     

9. What platform are you built on?  Do you need their permission to make changes?     

10. Who controls your platform’s roadmap?

11. Do you have your own dedicated app in the app store?

12. Who are your critical vendors? What 3rd party vendors do you depend on?

13.  Are your employees certified? What is their experience in the industry?                   

User Interface 
1. Can we restrict and have full security control over the system, including down to the field level?  

2. Does the product provide menus, navigation and workflow specific to the person/role logging in for 
planners, administrators, auditors, etc.? 

3. Can fields be added, removed or modified on any page using simple drag and drop screen controls?  

4. Do charts and screens update in real-time or must the user manually refresh the page to see changes?  
Is there drill down capability?  

5. What does the product look like on a mobile device? Is it specific to one mobile platform? 

6. Can the product easily be switched to view in different languages on-screen, including new menus, 
tables, fields, and screens that might have been newly created?  
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ASK THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
To best maximize your time and understanding of how each o�ering will work within your organization, 
we have compiled a list of recommended questions below. We suggest that you have each vendor you 
are evaluating demonstrate the areas below during a live demo to verify functionality and ensure your 
understanding of the o�ering.
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ASK US 

ARE YOU EVALUATING BC/DR SOFTWARE?



Client Specific Configuration/Customization
1. Can we build our own dashboards with drag and drop screen control?  Does the data refresh automatically? 

2. Can we customize existing dashboards and rearrange data anyway we see fit including with a drag and 
drop capability? 

3. Can we change the layout of any screen including standard ones provided with the product? For 
example, can we remove fields, change the name of them, and add additional fields on any page?  

4. If we can change layouts of existing screens, are there any restrictions? What areas can we change 
and what areas are unable to be changed? 

5. Can we add new tables or dictionaries if we want to track additional items? Can these new tables look 
up or reference other tables or dictionaries?   

6. Can new fields be added and changed in any table, including new tables just created? What types of 
fields can we add to screens? 

7. Can we immediately use the newly created tables and/or fields in reports or do we have to wait for 
some type of database refresh? 

8. Are there special skills required to create reports?

Integrations
1. Can we import data on the fly into any existing table while still identifying and maintaining a Primary 
Key/Unique Identifier for locations, business functions, applications, etc.?  

2. Does the system provide open SOAP and REST APIs for dynamic integrations to other third-party 
systems?  Are the APIs documented?  

3. Can data imports be scheduled? If so, can we schedule them or is that something your client services 
team must do? 
 

Security 
1. Does the product support role-based security with control over what areas/menu items these roles can see?  

2. Can the product define security down the field level? For example, can we hide home phone numbers of 
home addresses from certain roles?

3. Can we create and control the User Roles in the system and then create specific landing pages and 
workflow for the distinct roles? Do you charge for approvers and viewers?

4. What forms of single sign-on do you support? 

5. Do you support multiple methods of authentication (password and SSO)?
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LET US ANSWER 
YOUR QUESTIONS
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